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We’ve come a long way.
ASFPM celebrates its 10,000th CFM!
At our Portland, Oregon national conference in May 1999, 33 people
passed ASFPM’s first Certified Floodplain Manager exam. This October,
Kim Johnson became ASFPM’s 10,000th CFM!
Johnson is Wyoming’s NFIP
coordinator, what we call a
state floodplain manager.
The retired Air Force Major,
who graduated from Texas
A&M with a degree in
finance, first became the
state floodplain manager in
2006. He served until 2012
when he then worked as
Wyoming’s public assistance
officer, and later returned as the NFIP coordinator in 2015.
Johnson said he decided to take the CFM exam because he thought it
was the right thing to do since he was getting back into that line of
work.
“It’s an ever evolving and changing field, especially on the insurance
side,” Johnson said. “Based on the standards of the exam, it gives you a
solid foundation of knowledge. And with any kind of credentialing, it
proves that you have an understanding and demonstrated grasp of the
profession. Overall, the CFM and body of knowledge that comes with it
is a good tool for understanding and implementing flood risk
reduction.”
Johnson said he’d encourage others to take the CFM exam as well.
“Floodplain management and flood insurance are complicated
disciplines. But I think if you do the study tract and learn that body of
knowledge, you will be well versed in the interrelated parts of
floodplain management.”
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To prepare for the exam, Johnson studied ASFPM guides and products, and took the one-day review course
while attending the Colorado Association of Stormwater and Floodplain Managers’ annual conference. He also
suggested the FEMA 480 study guide and desk reference, and the Emergency Management Institute’s E273
course. “While it’s not an official prep for the CFM exam, I would highly recommend it because it is a great way
to prepare,” he said.
That being said, Johnson, an Abilene, Texas native, admitted that the best training came from growing up on a
farm with a floodplain and living through the 1981 flood of record.
He said getting the CFM is another extension of wanting to help people, make places safer and reduce costs.
ASFPM wishes him well on this flood-risk reduction path!

Floodplain Buyouts: An Action Guide for Local Governments on How
to Maximize Community Benefits, Habitat Connectivity & Resilience
This Action Guide, created by the
Environmental Law Institute and
University of North Carolina Institute for
the Environment, is designed to help local
governments across the country leverage
hazard mitigation buyouts to protect,
restore and connect habitats in local
communities. Greatly informed by the
information gathered through in-depth
case studies and conversations with key
players in local buyout programs, the
Guide highlights management
approaches that will be useful and
practicable for the local officials and
managers who have the ability to target
their acquisitions in ways that improve
habitat connectivity and resilience while
also reducing flood hazards.
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Tiny Houses are all the Rage Right Now,
But What do you do when They’re in the Floodplain?
Written by Steve Samuelson, ASFPM Flood Insurance Committee Co-chair &
Kansas State Floodplain Manager, in the October issue of Kansas Floodplain Tips
There are television shows about tiny houses and the idea is
growing in popularity. For this reason, there have been
questions raised about putting smaller homes in the floodplain.
Ignoring any building codes or zoning issues and just
considering floodplain regulations, here are things to consider.
A tiny house is still a house. No matter if the square footage is
300 feet or 13,300 feet, it IS a residential structure. Every set of
floodplain regulations has very clear specific requirements that
residential structures be elevated above the base flood
elevation. In many communities, that freeboard elevation
requirement is 1 foot, but it could be 2 feet or more in
communities that have adopted higher standards.

Tiny house in a recreational vehicle park.
Photo by Steve Samuelson.

A tiny house is also a development in the floodplain. All development must be anchored to prevent flotation,
collapse or lateral movement. It has to be attached to a permanent foundation. The argument has come back
that the tiny house was delivered on back of a truck, so it is just temporary. There is no allowance for a
temporary residential structure in your floodplain regulations.
Another issue that has come up is that some tiny houses may be set up in recreational vehicle or camper parks.
There are allowances for recreational vehicles that are not elevated and anchored on a foundation to be on site
less than 180 days or be fully licensed and ready for highway use. In order for a tiny house to qualify as a
recreational vehicle, compare the building to the definition found in most floodplain management regulations.





Is the tiny house built on a single chassis, 400 square feet or less when measured at the largest
horizontal projections,
Is it designed to be self propelled or permanently able to be towed by a light duty truck, and
Is it designed primarily not for use as a permanent dwelling, but as a temporary living quarters
for recreational, camping, travel or seasonal use?

Any tiny house that can meet that definition could be considered to be a “recreational vehicle” and allowed to
meet the recreational vehicle requirements for floodplain management.
There has also been some confusion about tiny houses being called “accessory structures” because they were
placed on a property that already had a larger primary structure. There’ve been cases of someone who
purchased a shed from a lumberyard, had it delivered and then moved into it and turned it into a house. To be
very clear about this, when people will be living and sleeping in the structure, then it IS a residence and
shouldn’t be considered a shed or accessory structure.
The tiny house must meet all of the same requirements of any other larger house. A house is a house and the
size does not matter.
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How to Map Open Space for Community Rating System Credit
NOAA produced an interactive, online "how-to" and the companion GIS
Workflow and Mapping Guide to help communities earn credits in
FEMA’s Community Rating System program by mapping and
documenting preserved open space. These products respond to interest
from coastal communities in the CRS and requests for technical help with
GIS mapping. They can be found at:
https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/training/crs.html.
Under the CRS, participating communities can earn discounts on NFIP flood insurance policy premiums
through their efforts to reduce flood risk, including preservation of open space in flood hazard areas. These
new resources help communities identify places where they could earn credit for existing and future efforts to
preserve open space in floodplains.
The “how-to” walks you through a seven-step process—from mapping to documentation of preserved open
space. This guide is geared for community CRS coordinators and planners. The companion GIS workflow
provides geospatial analysts with sources of data, information and instruction needed for key mapping tasks.
NOAA’s Digital Coast also recently launched:
 New Peer-to-peer case studies, which share how practitioners are implementing natural infrastructure
and their lessons learned.
 A new Green Infrastructure Benefits Handout, which helps you communicate with local officials about
the benefits of green infrastructure to reduce climate and hazard impacts. It provides benefits, key
points and short success stories.
 An update to How to Consider Climate Change in Coastal Conservation online self-guided resource,
which now includes new worksheets to help users work through the steps, as well as case studies and
additional resources.
If you have not seen Digital Coast’s Green Infrastructure Effectiveness Database, please check it out.

ASWM Releases “Wetland Restoration: Contemporary Issues & Lessons Learned”
In response to reports quantifying the shortcomings of wetland restoration over
past decades, the Association of State Wetland Managers created a Wetland
Restoration Work Group in 2014 composed of 25 experts, including practitioners,
regulators, policy makers, scientists and academics. The group identified the most
significant barriers to wetland restoration and identifying actions to address these
challenges based on lessons learned. To share initial findings and broaden the
discussion, ASWM and the work group developed a monthly webinar series titled,
“Improving Wetland Restoration Success.” The webinars included experts from
diverse fields and regions of the U.S. Each presenter was asked to list the top
constraints on wetland restoration and identify solutions. The findings identified in
this white paper, “Wetland Restoration: Contemporary Issues & Lessons Learned,”
are based on key points provided by webinar presenters, work group members and other outside wetland
restoration experts. Each webinar was recorded and is available to download here.
News&Views October 2017
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CRS Works at Higher Levels for Santa Rosa Island
“I’m always looking for the credit points to
get us to the next class,” says Paolo Ghio,
director of Development Services for the
Santa Rosa Island Authority in the
panhandle of Florida. He thinks of the
Community Rating System as a reward
program aimed at saving lives and a fiscally
sound way to reduce flood damage. “This is
the argument I use to promote the CRS to
the authority officials and to the planning
board,” he adds.
Santa Rosa Island, population 2,500, is a 29square-mile barrier island owned by
Escambia County and governed by the Santa
Rosa Island Authority. It’s connected to the
mainland by two bridges and is home to
beach recreation communities that cater to
many thousands during vacation season.
Only a few feet above sea level, it is highly
vulnerable to hurricanes, wind, waves and
tidal surges.
Santa Rosa Island joined the CRS in 1991 and
is now a Class 7 community. Ghio came on
board in 2010.

Top photo: This is a typical older home on Santa Rosa Island—built
on a concrete slab at ground level. Below, the same home after
being raised above the expected flood level on pilings that allow
waves and storm surge to flow beneath the structure. Courtesy of
the Santa Rosa Island Authority.

“The first thing I noticed about the CRS when I came to work here was that it was very restrictive to earn credit,”
he says. “But the more I studied the CRS Coordinator’s Manual, the more it made me realize the actual storm
dangers that exist when you live on a barrier island.”
Read the full Santa Rosa Island CRS story in the June/July 2017 “NFIP/CRS Update” newsletter, p. 7.

If you have a story you’d like to share with ASFPM newsletter
readers, contact ASFPM Public Information Officer
Michele Mihalovich at michele@floods.org.
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Managing Floods Where the Mountains Meet the Desert
ASFPM’s 42nd Annual National Conference
Phoenix, Arizona
June 17-21, 2018
ASFPM will assemble the world's largest and most comprehensive floodplain management
conference—our 42nd annual gathering—June 17-21, 2018 at the Phoenix Convention
Center in the “Valley of the Sun.”
We invite you to share your experiences and network with local, state, regional, tribal and
federal officials, industry leaders, consultants and a wide variety of subject matter experts
from diverse fields who will give presentations relevant to our theme, "Managing Floods
Where Mountains Meet the Desert."
Time is running out if you plan to submit an abstract for a presentation at the conference.
Deadline is TODAY, Oct. 31. Go to the conference website and follow directions to submit
online.
Conference registration doesn’t open until February, but that doesn’t mean you can’t book
your hotel room now. We have contracted with the Sheraton Grand Phoenix within easy
walking distance to the convention center.
And there is sooo much to do in Phoenix. Check out Visit Phoenix that highlights “things to
do,” lists events and cool restaurants and even “how to get around town” advice.
ASFPM’s conference website is constantly being updated, so check it often! Also, get your
fingers in social media posting shape for #ASFPM2018 by liking and following our Facebook
and Twitter pages!

Mark Your Calendars for our Upcoming National Conferences
Phoenix, Arizona, June 17-21, 2018
Cleveland, Ohio, May 19-24, 2019
Fort Worth, Texas, June 7-12, 2020
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Hurricane Sandy after 5 Years: ASFPM Partners with FEMA to Turn
Lessons Learned into Improved Flood Resilience
Written by John Ingargiola, Lead Scientist for FEMA’s Building Science Branch

On Oct. 29, 2012, Hurricane Sandy made landfall at Brigantine,
New Jersey, just north of Atlantic City as a Category 2
hurricane with a wind diameter of more than 1,150 miles. Over
the previous days, it had roared through Jamaica, Cuba, Haiti,
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico and the Bahamas—killing 75
people and causing billions in damage.
In the United States, Hurricane Sandy affected 24 states,
including the entire eastern seaboard from Florida to Maine
and west across the Appalachian Mountains to Michigan and
Wisconsin.
An additional 72 people were killed in the mid-Atlantic and
northeastern U.S. At $70.2 billion in insured damage, Sandy
was the second costliest national disaster behind only Katrina
(Source: NOAA).
FEMA activates Hurricane Sandy MATs:
After unique or nationally-significant disasters like Sandy,
FEMA sends out Mitigation Assessment Teams to study how
buildings perform. ASFPM was actively involved in the
Hurricane Sandy MAT as an organization and through
members.
The MAT looks for strategic lessons learned to improve
building codes, standards and industry guidance on the
national and local levels for protecting life and reducing
Source: NOAA's National Hurricane Center
damage. The MAT also looks at the effectiveness of FEMA
(Sandy MAT Report, Figure 1-1)
mitigation grants and key engineering principles and practices
that FEMA promotes in its published guidance and best practices documents.
Results of the Hurricane Sandy MAT
The Hurricane Sandy MAT Report made over 50 recommendations. To date, roughly 70-75% of these
recommendations have been implemented. Primary accomplishments include:
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Stronger Building Codes from the International Code Council:


2015 International Residential Code: Adopted
FEMA’s recommendation to build higher in
coastal areas subject to storm surge (Zone V
and CAZ).



The 2018 International Building Code plan to
implement FEMA’s recommendation to
reference the National Fire Protection
Association 99 code for portions of hospitals
that serve or support critical functions.

Updated and new FEMA technical guidance:


Protecting building utility systems (2017)
MAT recommendations 40c, 42, 45a;



Floodproofing non-residential structures
(2013) MAT recommendations 29a-b, 35, 36b,
37b, 47; and



Providing emergency power for critical
facilities (2014) MAT recommendations 29b,
35, 36b, 37a, 37b, 38, 39, 40a, 40c, 41, 42, 43b,
44b, 45, 47.

Above: The intact dune with scarping saved the
Seaside Park, NJ boardwalk, road and houses from
damage. Below: Ortley Beach, NJ was not so lucky
(MAT Figure 3-3).

Stronger building codes at the local level:


Contributed to NY state, NY city and NJ
adoption of additional flood-resistant code
provisions (MAT recommendations 40c, 44a,
45a, 45c, 46);

Stronger standards and technical guidance from
partner organizations:


Facilities Guidelines Institute Guidelines for
Design and Construction of Healthcare
Facilities (MAT recommendation 40a, 41);



Improvements to ASCE 24—Flood Resistant
Design and Construction (MAT
recommendations 30a);



Updates to NFPA 1600—Standard on Disaster/Emergency Management and Business
Continuity/Continuity of Operations Programs (MAT recommendation 42);



Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services—Emergency Preparedness Requirements for Medicare and
Medicaid Participating Providers and Suppliers, developed by Health and Human Services (MAT
recommendations 40a, 41, 42, 43a).

Improvements in FEMA’s disaster-resistant policies and programs:


Contributed to the incorporating resilience in the National Infrastructure Protection Plan 2013 update
(MAT recommendation 40b) and the prominent role critical lifeline infrastructure control facilities play in
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recovery support functions (RSF) under the National Disaster Recovery Framework has been widely
adopted in recovery planning nationwide, including over 20 subsequent declared disasters;


Contributed to incorporating sea level rise in the FEMA Hazard Mitigation Assistance Program (MAT
recommendation 31);



Contributed to the FEMA Disaster Risk Reduction Minimum Codes and Standards Policy (204-078-2),
including the Public Assistance Required Minimum Standards Recovery Policy (104-009-4) (MAT
recommendation 26d);



Contributed to the FEMA Technical Mapping Advisory Council’s recommendations including the
recommendation to incorporate anticipated future conditions into the flood maps(MAT
recommendation 23b).

Sandy MAT conclusion:
The work done by the Hurricane Sandy MAT has helped the nation protect its citizens and their property, and
ensure all are better prepared for when disaster strikes again. FEMA takes pride in its ability to take the tragedy
of a disaster and work diligently to gain value from its study.

Invitation to Participate in Survey on Urban Flooding by Nov. 1
Researchers at Texas A&M University—
Galveston and University of Maryland are
jointly conducting a scoping study of the
extent, consequences and possible
methods to mitigate urban flooding in the
United States. As part of this effort, they
are surveying flood and stormwater
professionals at the municipal level to
learn more about their communities’
experiences with urban flooding and
determine if urban flooding is a significant
but hidden problem facing the nation.
A recent study by the state of Illinois
indicates that in Illinois more than 90% of
A man observes a stretch of Dock Street in Annapolis, Maryland
urban flood damage claims from 2007flooded after the area received over three quarters of an inch of
2014 were outside the mapped [100-year]
rain in 24 hours Jan. 25, 2010. Photo by Matt Rath/Chesapeake
floodplain. If you are a municipal flood or
Bay Program via Flickr.
stormwater professional or work with
them and have not yet received an invitation to take the survey (average time of completion 15 minutes),
please click on the following link or insert the URL into your browser search window:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/K2ZWHRT.
Your participation by Nov. 1 would be greatly appreciated by the research team. Those completing the survey
will be given a copy of the final report, which will be sent to the Administration, Congress and state governors.
Questions: Gerry Galloway, University of Maryland, gegallo@umd.edu or 571-334-2103.
News&Views October 2017
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New USACE Guidance Will Protect and Restore Natural
& Beneficial Functions of Floodplains
Written by ASFPM Natural & Beneficial Functions Committee Co-chair Eileen Shader &
Watershed Pod Facilitator David Fowler

Restored wetland cell at Poplar Island, Maryland. Photo via Chesapeake Bay Program Flickr.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers recently released implementing guidance for a new policy that will hopefully
result in increased use of nature-based approaches to reduce flood risk. The guidance for Section 1184,
“Consideration of Measures,” of the Water Infrastructure Improvements for the Nation Act (WIIN Act)—aka the
Water Resources Development Act of 2016—outlines the process Corps study groups will use to consider
natural features, nature-based features and nonstructural measures, along with traditional structural measures,
when developing feasibility studies for flood risk management, hurricane and storm damage reduction, and
ecosystem restoration projects.
Floodplain managers and conservationists have long supported adoption of a policy to encourage USACE to
utilize natural features and nature-based approaches to manage flood risk where practicable. Following
Hurricane Sandy in 2012, the concept became even more broadly supported as more and more people
recognized the effectiveness of natural features and nature-based approaches to reduce flood risk and increase
resilience to climate change impacts.
While the terms “natural features” and “nature-based
approaches” have become popular after their inclusion
in the North Atlantic Comprehensive Study following
Hurricane Sandy, the underlying concepts are not new.
The new implementation guidance defines natural
features as “those that are created through the action of
physical, geological, biological and chemical processes
over time” and nature-based approaches as “those
created by human design, engineering and construction
that work in concert with natural processes or to mimic
as closely as possible conditions which would occur in
the area absent human changes to the landscape or
hydrology in order to achieve study objectives.” In short,
approaches that will reduce flood risk by protecting or
restoring natural and beneficial floodplain functions.
News&Views October 2017

Restored wetlands cover the 124-acre site of a
former golf course in New Berlin, N.Y., on Aug. 4,
2016. The property was purchased by the nonprofit
Wetland Trust and is being restored as part of an inlieu fee program. (Photo by Will Parson/Chesapeake
Bay Program via Flickr.)
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What do these approaches look like in practice? The options are as varied as the floodplains across the nation.
They include restoration of reefs, dunes or barrier islands on the coasts; setting back or notching levees in
order to provide more space to accommodate rising floodwaters; removing concrete-lined channels and
reestablishing natural buffers along rivers and streams, etc. In addition to reducing flood risks, features like
these can provide myriad benefits such as improved water quality, recharging groundwater, recreation
opportunities and habitat for wildlife.
This new policy doesn’t mean natural features and nature-based approaches will always replace traditional
structural or nonstructural approaches. Instead it requires study committees to incorporate natural features and
nature-based alternatives within the array of projects they develop for flood risk reduction, hurricane and storm
risk reduction, and ecosystem restoration. They must be effective at reducing flood risk and local sponsors will
have to approve of their use.
Tracking the effectiveness of projects that incorporate natural features and nature-based approaches will be
essential in the long run. ASFPM’s Natural and Beneficial Functions Committee will track USACE projects that
utilize these approaches. In addition, Section 1184 requires the secretary to submit reports on the
implementation of this policy to the Committee on Environment and Public Works of the Senate and the
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure of the House of Representatives in 2020, and five and 10 years
thereafter.
For more information on natural features, nature-based approaches, or to learn more about the natural and
beneficial functions of floodplains, check out the Natural and Beneficial Functions Committee’s website or
contact co-chairs Rebecca Pfeiffer, rebecca.pfeiffer@vermont.gov and Eileen Shader,
eshader@americanrivers.org.

Member News…
Congratulations to Mitch Paine, ASFPM's newest Flood Mitigation Committee Co-chair!
Mitch recently went to work as a floodplain management planner for King County in
Washington after serving with the Nebraska DNR for years. Our volunteers are remarkable
for their willingness to serve ASFPM, while working full time, plus staying on top of all their
regular obligations. Welcome to the ASFPM family, Mitch! And we sincerely thank Iain Hyde
for his years of service as the mitigation committee co-chair. #VolunteersRock
Texas Gov. Greg Abbott announced the appointment of ASFPM member Sujeeth
Draksharam to the state’s Commission on Judicial Conduct. Draksharam, of Sugar Land, is
the president of Sirrus Engineers Inc., which he started roughly 15 years ago. Prior to that,
Draksharam, who has been a licensed professional engineer with a civil engineering focus
since 1998, served as a consultant at various Texas firms. He is also a member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers and volunteers with various community groups, among them Harris County Street Olympics and the
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. The commission appointment runs through Nov. 19, 2021.
“Mr. Floodplain” in Illinois Retires A giant in Illinois’ floodplain management retired Sept. 29, according to
this excerpt from the Illinois Association for Floodplain and Stormwater Management newsletter. “For almost
40 years, David Schein of FEMA has been IAFSM’s go-to expert on virtually all aspects of the NFIP and
floodplain management. His expertise and experience are recognized nationally, but we claim him as ours in
Illinois. David has visited every community in Illinois. Local officials from Gurnee to Cairo, from Quincy to
News&Views October 2017
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Danville remember David. They may not always recall his name, but they all remember the fasttalking guy from Chicago, who, dressed like a cowboy or a Russian submarine pilot, blew into
town and knew everything about their geography, floodplains, flood history, names and
addresses of everyone who flooded, their high school sports team and more. Those who’ve met
David do not easily forget.”
Whiteside County, Illinois's Longest-serving Department Head Retires County Planning and Zoning
Administrator Stuart Richter, 72, said he’s had a great run in county government, but it was just
time to move on in this newspaper article. “I’ve been with the county for 35 years and five
months, and I’ve been doing this job all but three of those years,” Richter said. “I have too many
good memories to even try to count, but I’ll be 73 next month, and it’s just time to pass this
along to someone else.”

Not an ASFPM member yet?
If you’re not an ASFPM member, then the big question is … why not?
ASFPM, recognized worldwide as a leader in floodplain management, is helping to make change
happen in the flood risk profession. In addition to providing free tools and resources to help you excel as a
flood risk professional, ASFPM is educating congressional, state and local leaders and national media on
smarter floodplain management practices that save lives, lessens damage and cuts costs to taxpayers. An
ASFPM membership makes this work possible, but also means you’re able to:












Continually stay on top of industry trends,
Earn professional credibility through our Certified Floodplain Manager program at a discounted price (this
discount doesn’t apply if you reside in AR, IL, NM, NC, OK or TX),
Access tools and resources we create to make your job easier, like the CRS for Community Resilience Green
Guide, No Adverse Impact how-to guides, Flood Mapping for the Nation report, legal research/guidance
and technical papers,
Post and view for free job listings on our website,
Have a voice on The Hill, especially with national policies that could impact your community,
Stay informed with member alerts explaining complex issues like 2017 NFIP Reauthorization,
Participate in ASFPM webinars critical for your day-to-day activities at a discounted rate,
Receive the members-only newsletter, “The Insider,” packed with practical information you need to be an
effective floodplain manager,
Contribute your unique experience and perspective through our 14 policy committees,
Enjoy deep discounted rates to ASFPM’s annual national conference, taking place in Phoenix next year!
New members can join now for 2018 and get the rest of 2017 for free. If you have been an ASFPM

member in the past, PLEASE contact memberhelp@floods.org rather than hitting the “Click here” or
“Join now” links.

Click here to join ASFPM today!
If you have any questions about membership, please email memberhelp@floods.org.
News&Views October 2017
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Policy Matters!
Larry Larson, P.E., CFM
Director Emeritus – Senior Policy Advisor, ASFPM
Will Harvey-Irma-Maria events of 2017 change national flood policy?
I have been asked this question by a number reporters who are trying to trace the changes in national flood
policy and to see if those changes came about in response to major disaster events. While it is a mixed bag, if
you look over time there is some correlation. Let’s take a look at a timeline of history and flood policy.








1960s Flooding and Hurricanes—Since the days of FDR, presidents appointed commissions to
determine why floods were not covered by private flood insurance. The reports concluded private
insurance would not cover floods because the companies did not know which buildings were at risk (no
flood maps), and the only people who would buy flood insurance were those who were flooded over
and over. At the same time, Gilbert White and others pointed out that structural control of our rivers
and floodplains was extremely costly to federal taxpayers and were not reducing flood damage in the
long term.
All of this ultimately led to a new approach to guide where and how development occurred; thus
passage of the National Flood Insurance Program in 1968, where the program would produce flood
maps and back the insurance in exchange for communities and states adopting rules and ordinances to
guide new development to be safer. The NFIP is a comprehensive flood-risk management program with
four co-equal parts: (1) flood mapping, (2) floodplain management to guide development, (3) flood
mitigation to lessen existing risk, and (4) flood insurance for those in flood-risk areas so they would be
paying at least part of the cost of living at risk.
1889, 1936, 1977—the
Johnstown,
Pennsylvania floods. All
of these floods were
made catastrophic due
to dam failures above
Johnstown and other
communities. The 1889
flood killed 2,209
people. The next big
flood was on St.
Patrick’s Day 1936
when heavy rains
resulted in 17 feet of
Via William Creswell on Flickr.
water in the city, killing
25 people. After that Congress passed the Flood Control Act authorizing the Corps of Engineers to build
flood-control projects and other flood-control legislation. A number of USACE projects were completed,
including dams, channelization and deepening of the river so the people now felt Johnstown was a
“flood free” community in spite of studies from the Corps showing it could still flood. The July 1977
heavy rains caused the failure of a number of dams on the river upstream of Johnstown, which resulted
in 84 deaths.
After this series of Johnstown events, dams were promoted as a solution to floods, but eventually
disasters showed dams, just like other flood-control structures, had severe limitations when it comes to
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Mother Nature’s wrath. We have not
yet solved all the policy issues
raised in these floods. For example,
we still do not show dam failure
zones on flood maps because of a
misguided policy by the
Department of Homeland Security
belief that such information could
be used by terrorists.
1927—Share croppers migrated
north after losing everything they
had from the massive Mississippi
River floods. The event led to
construction of the huge Mississippi
Ferriday, Louisiana business district during 1927 Mississippi flood.
River and Tributaries project that
Photo from suemon123 via Flickr.
involved federally-built and
maintained levees from Cairo,
Illinois to the Gulf, which fostered a belief that levees were the answer to preventing floods. Ironically,
that project is the only significant levee project in the nation that has designed overflow and by pass
segments (where the levee could overtop and flood open lands with flood easements) designed into
the levees to prevent washouts and catastrophic failure of the levees in heavily populated areas.
1972—Hurricane Agnes, at the time, was the costliest to hit the U.S. in recorded history. The hurricane
severely flooded the Susquehanna and Lackawanna Rivers, causing major damage to the WilkesBarre/Scranton metropolitan area. It resulted in heavy flooding in the Northeast, including Pennsylvania
and New Jersey and killed 128. The NIFP had been enacted four years earlier, but only two flood
insurance policies existed in the flooded area, demonstrating that homeowners are highly resistant to
purchasing flood insurance. This led Congress to amend the NFIP to make the purchase of flood
insurance mandatory for buildings in the 1% chance floodplain with a federally-backed mortgage.
1993—The Great Midwest Floods covered many states on the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers and their
tributaries. Large-scale buyouts (15,000-20,000) occurred for first time—showing buyouts as a viable
option. Prior to that, no one thought people would ever voluntarily sell their home and move out of
floodplain areas. What Harvey demonstrated in Houston is that a long list of property owners are now
begging for a buyout—which is especially true after people are flooded two to five times.
2005—Hurricane Katrina demonstrated we had no strong or enforced standards for levee design,
construction, operation or maintenance. Many people incorrectly stated that Katrina was only a major
catastrophe because one Corps of Engineers I-wall levee section in New Orleans failed. That was not
true since this larger-than-design hurricane resulted in levees being overtopped in over 50 locations in
the NOLA area, but USACE did the mea culpa for the federal government. Following this brouhaha
about levees, the Corps and FEMA decided they needed to tighten up their review and approval of
levees. FEMA decided it needed verification by a certified engineer or USACE to credit the levee with 1%
chance flood protection and USACE became much more stringent with approving levees acceptable for
the Rehabilitation and Inspection Program (RIP) that provides federal taxpayer funding (either 100% or
80% federal taxpayer funded) to repair or replace a levee damaged in a flood.
2005 and 2012—Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy. These events were the first for FEMA to issue Advisory
Base Flood Elevations (ABFEs). Both hurricanes clearly demonstrated the existing maps of Base Flood
Elevations (1% chance flood) were too low. Since it takes years to actually issue new flood maps, FEMA
did some quick engineering modeling to show advisory elevations and required the communities to use
those ABFEs for reconstruction. Ironically, in the areas where Katrina and Sandy hit, FEMA was in the
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process of producing new maps, but used the ABFE approach to get information quickly to
communities for rebuilding.
2012—Hurricane Sandy. This event resulted in use of the first federal flood risk standard, which required
that any rebuilding using federal taxpayer money had to be elevated 1 foot above the 1% flood
elevation. Sandy was important for another reason. The 2012 NFIP Reform legislation increased
premium rates significantly, moving many premiums rapidly toward full-risk rates. Since tens of
thousands of homes were substantially damaged (more than 50% of value), property owners had to
mitigate the building to meet the latest flood codes when rebuilding. Since they had to elevate anyway,
the increased rates caused homeowners to compare the cost of elevating each foot vs. the insurance
premium savings over time for that increased elevation. They could calculate their return on investment,
resulting in elevations sometimes even higher than the code required because it was cost effective.

What changes will we see from the 2017 events?

Locals wave at a Coast Guard Air Station Borinquen MH-65 Dolphin helicopter crew flying above them Oct. 3, 2017 near
Utuado, Puerto Rico. The locals were stranded after Hurricane Maria by washed out roads and mudslides. U.S. Coast
Guard photo by Petty Officer 3rd Class Eric D. Woodall via Flickr.
2017—Harvey-Irma-Maria. To start with, one can look at the problems that came to light during these events.
For example:




Many areas outside the mapped 1% chance flood area were flooded in Houston.
o Will map standards change in heavily developed areas? Were flood levels determined by including
the extra volume from huge amounts of impervious surface or not? How should mapping in these
areas be done?
Many homes below the Houston reservoirs were additionally flooded when the gates had to be opened
to keep the water from overflowing the dam sections and washing out the entire dam.
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It does not appear development was limited at all below the reservoirs, even in the area that
would be flooded by planned operation of the gates when the reservoir was full. Further, what
about the area that would be flooded had the reservoir dams failed—was that area mapped?
Did homeowners or the city even know it was a residual-risk area and have maps and evacuation
plans for property owners in those areas? Should these dam-failure areas be mapped and the
public made aware of that risk?
A number of private flood insurance policies existed in Texas, Florida and especially in Puerto Rico.
Analysis may result in some changes:
o Did homeowners receive the same funding they would have under NFIP?
o Will their policies be renewed next year?
o If so, what will happen to their premium?
o If homeowner did not have NIFP insurance, are they not eligible for FEMA’s FMA mitigation
program paid for by NFIP policyholders?
Building codes were strongest in Florida, next was Texas and last was Puerto Rico.
o Will an analysis of these events lead to strengthening or at least verification of strong building
codes?
o Which of the codes were most effective?
o Does post analysis show some codes were not adequately enforced?
Was damage much less in states that did more to reduce future flood damage?
o If so, does this bolster concepts like the proposed State Disaster Deductible that would reward
states that do a better job of prevention/mitigation?
Does the entire Disaster Relief Program actually set up a perverse incentive for states and communities
to allow massive development in order to get money from real estate taxes, knowing the federal
taxpayer will bail them out when the big flood disaster happens? Do the states that do the least get the
biggest share of federal taxpayer dollars for their disaster?
o Will Congress have the will to change this paradigm, or will we continue to reward those who do
the least?
o









Job Corner
Looking for a job? Take a look at job postings on ASFPM’s Job Board. And if
you’re an employer, job postings are absolutely FREE! Below are just a few of
the jobs currently on our board. Check out these and others on ASFPM’s Job
Board.
 Atkins North America is hiring a senior water resources/drainage
engineer I in Austin, Texas and Denver, Colorado.
 A Teton County planning and zoning administrator is needed in
Driggs, Idaho.
 HR Green is hiring a water resources engineer in Johnston, Iowa.
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Three Things you Need to Know about Flickr
Written by Michele Mihalovich, ASFPM’s Public Information Officer
One: ASFPM has a Flickr page
Two: ASFPM wants photos YOU took to add to our Flickr page
Three: YOU can use these photos and other Flickr photos for YOUR needs (with some restrictions)

Small sample of photos from ASFPM’s Flickr page.
Back in 2015 I created an ASFPM Flickr page because, just like you, I was having trouble finding photos I could use for
various ASFPM products like our newsletters and No Adverse Impact How-to Guides. I uploaded photos I took, and also
images friends and family took after getting their permission. That added up to about 12 photos total. And then life and
work got in the way, as they often do.
Two months ago, however, ASFPM’s Region 7 Director Steve Samuelson very generously sent me an email with a ton of
photos he’d taken…then more emails and MORE photos. They were awesome images, but I had no idea where to store
them. And then I remembered the Flickr page and angels started singing!
So I uploaded them, typed in descriptions and photo credits, tagged them with appropriate keywords and gave them a
“creative commons, with attribution and no commercial use” license. In plain speak, that means you may download
these photos, insert them into your documents, and attribute the photo to ASFPM’s Flickr page for any non-commercial
use.
Here’s what I mean by “commercial use.” If you want to use these photos for a book you’re writing and plan to sell,
that’s a commercial use and not allowed. If you’re writing an article on stormwater management that you’re going to
post publicly on your website and want to use some urban flooding images from our Flickr page, that’s an allowed use.
Now this is where YOU come in and can help. We currently have 96 pictures on our Flickr page, a far cry from the
original 12, but nowhere near what we’d like to have (think thousands).
No doubt you have taken pictures that fall somewhere in the following categories: good floodplain and stormwater
management; bad floodplain and stormwater management; communities and/or neighborhoods before, during and
after a flood; hurricane and/or storm surge damage, mitigation projects (could be a huge flood diversion project, open
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space resulting from buyouts or an elevated home, just to name a few); training and outreach events; best practices;
code violations; green infrastructure; or wetlands and restored wetlands. Bottom line, if your photos have anything in
any way to do with floods, I want to hear from you.
Think you have some photos that would work? Send them to me via michele@floods.org. Please, no more than four per
email. What I need from you:



A statement saying that YOU took the photos and YOU give ASFPM permission to post the images on
our Flickr page;
High-quality, high-resolution JPGs or PNGs with a description of what the photo is, when it was taken
and where it was taken.

It’s really that simple. And you will get full credit for the photo (earning you bragging rights with your boss, spouse, kids,
neighbors and any annoying relatives). But please, I BEG of you…do NOT send me any pictures you didn’t take. A
statement like, “My buddy Bob took this photo, but I’m sure he wouldn’t mind you using it” will earn you a sternly
worded email from me about copyright infringement.
So how can you use Flickr photos? First, go to www.flickr.com and sign up (if you don’t have a yahoo account, you will
have to open one. Don’t worry, they walk you through the process).
Now, let’s say you’re looking for photos of wetlands. There’s a search box on the top right. Just type in wetlands and hit
enter. I just did it and came up with 1,440,374 pictures. Now you might be thinking I just hit the mother lode. But this
next step is seriously the MOST IMPORTANT! Above the photos on the left of your screen, you’ll see an “Any license”
pull down tab. Click the arrow and then click on “All creative commons.” The number of photos I now have to choose
from went down to 273,939. That’s still a pretty large number of photos I can use. But even after you click on a photo,
you’re going to want to make sure you can use it. You’ll find that information just under the photo on the right side. It
looks like this:
If you are going to give credit to the
person who took the photo, and
you’re not going to earn money in
any way from the use of the photo,
then go ahead and download (click
the downward facing arrow). I
always download the “original size”
because it’s the largest sized file.
And let me drop some more
knowledge here. There’s a license
category called “United States
government work,” which is free for
the taking. The U.S. taxpayer paid
for these photos, so we get to use
most of them (CIA and FBI are good
examples of exclusions). Do give the
government agency credit,
especially when it’s a stunning image Aerial view of braided wetlands and tundra that is typical of the Bristol Bay
watershed in Alaska. Photo from U.S. EPA via Flickr.
like the one at right. As always, if
you have questions, or if you’d like
to send me some photos (hint hint), shoot me an email at michele@floods.org.
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What’s the ASFPM Foundation been up to?
WHAT IS THE ASFPM
FOUNDATION?

ASFPM Foundation Future Leaders Scholarship
The ASFPM Foundation is in the final stages of establishing a two-year
undergraduate scholarship, commencing next fall. It is designed to
advance flood-risk management research and practice. The ASFPM
Foundation Future Leaders Scholarship will be awarded every other year
to a deserving college student entering their junior year. The foundation
has established eligibility criteria, and along with a demonstration of
financial need, the student must be pursuing a course of study related to
the missions of the ASFPM and ASFPM Foundation. Also, after
graduation it is expected the student will work in a profession that
directly or indirectly supports the flood risk management field.
The 2018 scholarship will award up to $25,000 per year for two years in
direct financial assistance for tuition, books, etc. The selected scholar will
also receive mentoring support and assistance from the foundation in
finding a paid summer internship in a relevant professional setting.
In mid-November, the applications and submittal instructions for the
2018 ASFPM Foundation Future Leaders Scholarship will be posted on
the ASFPM Foundation website. A complete application for the
scholarship, with all attachments, must be received on or before Jan. 31,
2018. The selected scholarship recipient will be announced in April.
The foundation is developing a pamphlet with more information on the
scholarship, which will provide details on eligibility and additional
selection criteria. ASFPM members and chapters are encouraged to share
the pamphlet with students, high schools, colleges and universities.
The ASFPM Foundation is proud to be contributing to the future of the
floodplain management and flood-risk reduction profession. The ASFPM
Foundation Future Leaders Scholarship is a key component of, and an
investment in, the foundation’s effort to advance knowledge that
promotes sound floodplain management policy and practice.
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In 1996, ASFPM established a
non-profit, tax-exempt
foundation, which serves as an
advocate for the profession
and as a voice for you, the
practitioner, supplier or
service provider.
The foundation seeks and
directs funds to help ASFPM
meet its goals and support
floodplain management
activities that originate
outside of ASFPM.
Foundation donations have
supported development of the
CFM program, No Adverse
Impact publications, college
student paper competitions,

higher education
opportunities in FPM, and
specialty think tank meetings,
including the Gilbert F. White

National Flood Policy Forums
and Larry Larson Speakers
Series.
ASFPM Foundation promotes
public policy through strategic
initiatives and serves as an
incubator for long-term policy
development that promotes
sustainable floodplain and
watershed management.
Learn more or donate here.
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What’s Happening around the Nation?
A collection of the most viewed stories on our Facebook page

Texas—"We specifically asked if we were in the floodplain. And he said no, you're
not," said Rahul Hemrajani, recalling a conversation he had four years ago with the
home builder. Read “Homeowners file lawsuit against developer after flooding
issues.”
In a straight-talking, down-to-business brief, Jim Blackburn, co-director of Rice
University’s Severe Storm Prediction, Education and Evacuation from Disaster
Center, spells out the steps that need to be taken to better protect the Houston
area from future flooding, including everything from coordinated buyouts, to
redrawn floodplain maps and changes to state and local development practices.
Read “How to get serious about flooding after Harvey from the feds to the flood
control district.”
"A lot of people who don't have the expertise or background should not be
advising people they are not in the flood zone," said Deola Ali, a lawyer in Houston
suing the lender, JP Morgan Chase. Read “Flooded homeowner sues Chase Bank for
advising against buying flood insurance.”
Tried to write a teaser multiple times, but it just keeps coming out very snarky. Thought you all could give it a
try. Read “No elevation requirements for flooded homeowners [in Bevil Oaks].”
The Nation—Wise, wise words from Ed Thomas (FPM, attorney, disaster response
and recovery specialist) and Laurie Mazur (editor of the Island Press Urban
Resilience Project, which is supported by The Kresge Foundation and The JPB
Foundation). Read “To prevent disaster, rethink development.”
For the NFIP, combined flooding events this year will likely make 2017 the second
costliest since the program began. Read “Are floods getting worse for the National
Flood Insurance Program?”
Illinois—Ambitious! Good luck Gurnee, Illinois on getting "all structures" removed
from the floodplain! Read the Chicago Tribute story here.
New York—What the WHAT? This is awesome and why aren't these types of
workshops being held everywhere? Read “City to hold ‘Zoning for Flood Resilience’
workshop for locals.”
Florida—“Cape Coral is what happens when you obliterate your natural resources,”
says Cynthia Barnett, author of a book about Florida’s water called Mirage. “It’s
supposed to be the water wonderland, and they’ve got one water crisis after
another. When you borrow that heavily from the environment, the bill comes due.”
Read “The boomtown that shouldn’t exist.”
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News You Can Use
Risk MAP Standards and Guidance release delayed until February 2018
The Federal Emergency Management Agency maintains guidelines and standards to support the Risk Mapping,
Assessment and Planning program. These guidelines and standards define the specific implementation of the
statutory and regulatory requirements for the National Flood Insurance Program. These also outline the
performance of Flood Risk Projects, processing of Letters of Map Change and related Risk MAP activities. More
information is available at FEMA.gov.
FEMA has a maintenance plan for the Risk MAP guidelines and standards and issues updates on an annual
basis. This notice provides information about a schedule change to the annual update, which was originally
expected to be released in November 2017.
Because of the series of significant disasters over the past two months, FEMA is delaying the finalization and
release of the standards and guidance until February 2018. This will allow FEMA to continue this important
work, while recognizing that staff time and resources are focused on the ongoing response and recovery
operations.
The period for comments on the guidance documents is being extended until Oct. 31.
The scope of the update is going to continue as planned. If you have feedback about FEMA’s guidelines and
standards, submit comments or suggestions by email to FEMA.GS@riskmapcds.com.

2018 Schedule for EO273 Managing Floodplain Development through the NFIP is Out
This course provides an opportunity for local officials responsible for administering their floodplain regulations.
The course will focus on the National Flood Insurance Program and concepts of floodplain management, maps
and studies, ordinance administration, and the relationship between floodplain management and flood
insurance.

EO284 Advanced Floodplain Management Concepts III Course Scheduled for February
This advanced floodplain management course is a dynamic and interactive course covering floodway
standards, disconnects between NFIP regulations and insurance, common noncompliance issues, Digital Flood
Insurance Rate Maps and Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage. Each topic is designed to be discussed
and reviewed in detail. Click here for more information.

FEMA Releases the Refreshed National Incident Management System
This year’s active hurricane and fire seasons highlight the importance of working together before, during and
after disasters of all types and sizes. The National Incident Management System provides a common,
nationwide approach to enable the whole community to work together to manage all threats and hazards.
FEMA released the refreshed NIMS Oct. 17 to ensure that this important guidance continues to reflect the
collective expertise of the whole community. NIMS applies to all incidents, regardless of cause, size, location or
complexity. Read about the NIMS refresh here.
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From the Director’s Desk
Chad Berginnis, CFM
Executive Director, ASFPM

How Big is a State’s Role in Facilitating a Better Recovery? It’s HUGE!
Here is the reality: Our country’s approach to disaster recovery allows states to recover
from major disasters in one of two ways. The abysmal way of rebuilding in the same
place in the same way, failing their citizens and guaranteeing the next disaster. Or two,
permitting states to rise far above minimum national standards and policies that results in a highly floodresilient society. After every disaster, states (and communities for that matter) face the ultimate question: What
are we going to do to reduce our future flood risk? A couple of weeks ago, I was invited to participate on a
panel to provide some ideas to Texas’ Harvey Recovery Czar Chancellor John Sharp (his actual appointment is
to head the Governor’s Commission to Rebuild Texas). We talked about some of these very issues and it gave
me the idea for this month’s column.
While it is clear there are opportunities to secure federal resources for priority loss reduction activities, states
effective at managing flood risk NEVER depend on the federal government alone. Effective states forge their
own unique path that could include financial assistance, technical assistance, mandates, state level planning,
executive orders, etc.
Sometimes these state efforts come irrespective of disasters. One of the most enduring examples is the Flood
Damage Reduction flood mitigation grant program Minnesota has implemented, which provided over $500
million of state dollars to local governments for projects since 1987. The program provides state technical and
financial assistance to local governments for flood-hazard mitigation projects. Eligible projects include flood
damage reduction studies for planning and implementing structural and nonstructural measures that include
acquisition of structures in the floodplain, relocations, floodproofing, development of flood-warning systems,
public education, floodplain restorations, dams, dikes, levees, flood bypass channels, flood-storage structures,
water-level control structures and other related activities.
In 1995 New Jersey’s Blue Acres Program was created to provide funding to local governments, counties and
nonprofits in the protection of nearly 1.2 million acres of open space and farmland. Some of which once was
privately owned, and voluntarily acquired, floodway property along the Delaware, Passaic and Raritan Rivers
and their respective tributaries. Properties (and their structures) acquired include those that have been
damaged by, or are subject to damage by, storms or storm-related flooding, and/or those properties that
buffer or protect other properties from storms or storm-related flooding. Once acquired the property becomes
environmentally-protected open space.
A number of states in the upper Midwest including Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana, as well as New
Jersey, have state flood mapping requirements that exceed FEMA’s minimum standards and result in less
development in the floodplain and/or more conservative flood protection levels. Many of these states also have
land use, building or planning requirements that exceed NFIP minimums. Some states have focused on
ensuring local officials have the proper training and certification. New Mexico requires a CFM to sign off on
floodplain permits and Oklahoma, Arkansas and West Virginia mandate some amount of training for floodplain
managers. And in Virginia, a unique law requires the mapping and public availability of dam break inundation
zones, as well as a requirement that development in such zones do not increase the hazard classification of the
dam. And if it does, requires the developer to contribute payment for necessary dam upgrades.
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But most state initiatives happen as a
result of major disasters. After Hurricane
Andrew, Florida got serious about
building codes and changed state law to
require mandatory adoption of the
latest consensus building codes by all
communities. In the years following
Floyd in 1999, North Carolina created its
well known, flood-mapping program
after an initial commitment of over $25
million in state funds.
After the wrath of Katrina, Mississippi
pushed its coastal counties to adopt
building codes. After levee failures and a
Hurricane Andrew decimated the trailer parks in the Homestead,
massive judgement against the state of
Florida. Photo by Steven Martin via Flickr.
California for not properly maintaining
levees it owned, voters in California passed two bond issues (in 2004 and again in 2014) providing over $10
billion for flood-risk reduction and water management activities.
In New York after Sandy, Gov. Andrew Cuomo did three important things: He created the New York Rising
Community Reconstruction Program, which helped direct federal funds. He formed the NYS 2100 Commission
tasked with finding ways to improve the resilience and strength of the state’s infrastructure in the face of
natural disasters and other emergencies (and they produced a very good report). And he signed
A06558/S06617-B, the Community Risk and Resiliency Act. The purpose of the bill was to ensure that certain
state monies, facility-siting regulations and permits include consideration of the effects of climate risk and
extreme-weather events.
So the upshot is this. THINK BIG! THINK BOLD! ASFPM members and chapters are in a unique position to
influence state actions when it comes to improving its state’s overall flood-risk reduction efforts. As many of or
chapters are having their annual meetings this fall, I hope at least some of the conversations are focused on
what is happening in their states, especially in those dealing with recent disasters. While 2017 will likely end up
being the costliest year in the nation’s history as it relates to flood damage, I am convinced that we can make a
positive impact on flood loss reduction, but only if our states show some leadership and commitment to it.

Your partner in loss reduction,
Chad
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines: ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members and partners. “The
Insider” and “News & Views” have a style format, and if necessary, we reserve the right to edit submitted
articles for space, grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential libel and clarity. If we make substantive changes,
we will email the article back to you for your approval before using. We encourage you to include art with your
article in the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include a description of the art, along with
the full name of who created the art. If the art is not yours originally, you must include expressed, written
consent granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our publications. Copyright© Association of State
Floodplain Managers, Inc. Information and opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the
ASFPM Board of Directors. Reproduction, with credit, permitted for individual ASFPM-authored articles. Please
contact Michele Mihalovich at editor@floods.org.
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